
How do you live in Kalk?

What is good for you in Kalk?

“The interaction is very different than in other city districts. A different cohesion is 

here.” Keziban

“Beautiful places, places to relax, where you can forget about the traffic. (...) I like to 

meet people here in places that I find beautiful. For example, I really appreciate a 

delicious coffee.” Désirée

“The community itself, the neighbourhood, that is already okay.” Friedrich

"(...) that there is so much diversity here, (...) in terms of culture, religion, etc." 

Danijela

What do you wish for your wellbeing (health) in Kalk?

“That one could really go for a walk once, and that too without having to cross 3 

Highways, and so much noise. “ Désirée

"There is a lack of green spaces here, Kalk is being built up : It cannot be that all 

these  people live here, but have no space around them where they can recuperate."

Andreas

“Cafés with outdoor catering that change the flair. (...) And contact points for 

youngsters in puberty because they don't know where to go either. There is not 

enough here, that needs to be caught on.” Keziban

“That more can be looked at in Kalk” Danijela

Do you have an idea for a proposition? Would you also participate?

"Swap Exchange initiatives with coffee and cake: (...) one has a lamp in the 

basement, the other has a calculator, then they can swap." Andreas



"A (mobile) centre for young people at the public park, projects with young people, 

Garbage- Problematization:  collective garbage collection, municipal support for 

garbage problems." Keziban

“Football training, coffee making” Baris

“I actually like what's on offer here, for example flea market, Plantation campaign, 

tidying up together. Maybe something with dance or something with film that you can

be taken part in (...) where all age groups can take part. ”Danijela


